
ThinkZ.ai

Connecting IoTs for 
people



The IoT world is full of smart objects 
broadcasting their data



What if the scattered IoT devices could share 
REAL TIME information with one another?



Meet Thinkz
The IoT network of all networks

Revolutionary patent-
pending technology,
receives GDPR-compliant 
data from IoTs of all kinds, 
gathers and organizes it, 
offering responsive, 
comprehensive, real-time 
information of all THINGS
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Citizens

Visitors
Business 
OwnersReduced costs, crowd monitoring, 

navigation, services -

Enhance the visitor 

experience 

Digital Transformation, 

connectivity, services  –

Growth engines 

Mobility, resources management , 

safety, health -

Convenience and quality of 

life



USE CASES



REAL-TIME CLEAN AIR 
ROUTES 
Using our maps we can offer 

new routes based on real-

time air pollution status 

based on IoT

A healthier 
WESTMINSTER / UK
Powered by Thinkz



REAL-TIME CAR/MOPED 
SHARING + AIR QUALITY 
INDICATION

Reducing both customer 

frustration and carbon 

emissions by displaying  real-

time, location-based, verified 

mobility sharing options

Sustainability in  
BERLIN / Germany
Powered by Thinkz



Thinkz maps display the 

location & real-time

availability of EV charging, 

eliminating the frustration 

and contributing to the city’s 

greener climate

Greener city center 
BARCELONA / Spain
Powered by Thinkz

EV CHARGING LOCATION & 
AVAILABILITY 



Displaying air quality scores 

in all of Poland's cities in one 

click, including 

recommended, cleaner 

routes – COMING SOON

Clean-air country
POLAND
Powered by Thinkz

REAL-TIME AIR QUALITY STATUS 
& ROUTES 



Increasing trust in public 
transportation
TARTU / Estonia
Powered by Thinkz



Presenting real-time 
validated data on a 

single map

Smarter usage of 
the city’s assets  

for a better, 
seamless user 

experience

Easier & faster 
decision making 

process

Decreasing carbon 
emissions

Fully customizable to your city’s needs

Thinkz 360º sustainable mobility 
solutions

https://app.thinkz.info/maps


Thinkz & your city –

from ideation to 360º implementation

REQUIREMENTS
Identifying the 

city’s needs and 
determining the 
projects’ KPIs to 

success 

DEVELOPMENT
Comprehensive 
development, 
based on the 

specific 
requirements

POC
A period of 

testing,  
validation, QA 
and ongoing  

improvements  

LIVE
Fully deployed 

solution, 
ongoing 

improvements 
and services 

1-3 weeks 3-6 weeks 2-4 months ongoing



Endless IoTs = Endless use cases

Government/ 
Municipalities

Automotive Environment Security

Personal Safety Public Safety Infrastructures Resource 
Availability



Who we are

We are Futurists, IoT experts, and Technologists. We’ve joined 

forces to open up a superpowered new world where THINGS can 

communicate with each other for the benefit of humanity.

Nadav Kenneth
VP R&D

Gady Vekslar
CEO

Moshe Gazit
Director of Business 

Development



SAY HELLO TODAY TO
BE PART OF TOMORROW

Where Thinkz connects IoTs with people, new possibilities 

and dimensions of data networking open up;

Different types of IoTs of different owners will be able to 

communicate with each other to improve human 

experience in smart cities.

When traffic lights are able to create data exchange with 

cars, and parking spaces “speak” with traffic sensors -

journeys in the city will be a seamless experience. 



ThinkZ.ai

From IoT evolution to IoT 
revolution

Moshe.gazit@thinkz.ai


